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Keep It

Textbook Rental reps look to

keep old system.
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aduates give Eastern high marks
and laboratories, be said.
of a slow economy and often
ent market, Eastern gradu. g jobs and say they are sigsatisfied with the university
of other schools nationwide,
to the university's 1992 conissued last week.
report is designed to provide
about Eastern for enrolled and
students. It is also available for
the general public.
to the report, the satisfaction
stem graduates exceeded the
verage on 12 of 13 items on a
graduating seniors from ] 989
l.

• College graduates to have better job prospects this
year, but only in a few fields. Page 5.
Ninety percent of Eastern graduates
were satisfied with the university in general
and 90 percent were "satisfied" or "very
satisfied" with class size relative to type of
course.
Seventy-five percent of alumni surveyed
would encourage their children or other
young people to attend Eastern.
Other items receiving high ratings were
faculty attitude toward students and
instruction in students' individual majors.
Eastern awarded 2,922 degrees in 199192. The report indicates that 61 percent of
Eastern students complete their degrees

within five years.
Pr esident David Jorns said he was
pleased with the report, adding that Eastern
faculty, students and alumni may take pride
in the unjversity's quality.
He explained that the enrollment management committee stays busy trying to
recruit students to this campus.
"Our excellent retention rate confirms
the survey 's results in indicating that our
students think we do a good job," Jorns
said.
Eastem's first priority remains excellent
undergraduate teaching in its classrooms

Experienced full-time faculty teach most
of the undergraduate courses, including
general education courses, and small class
sizes that promote student learning.
From a cost standpoint, Eastern's tuition
and fees are 6 percent below the state average for public four-year institutions in
Illinois. Student room and board costs are
also competitive when compared to other
Illinois universities, the repon indicates.
In terms of students, the report notes that
in the fall semester of 1992 there were
10,45 1 on-campus students enrolled at
Eastern and a total enrollment of 11,411.
The university has one of the lowest crime
rates of all state universities.

• Continued on page 2

dent
irs VP
rch to

b committee is being
to pick a new vice presi-

student affairs, a position
' e last fall, the universied Monday.
Hobengarten, dean of
academic services, has
inted by President Davto chair the 14-member
. It will be comprised
sentatives from various
advisory and governance
such as Student Senate,
ii on Academic Affairs
Council of Deans.
committee will be lookcandidates with an addegree and progressive
ce in higher education,
• g five years as a seniordent affairs adrninistrangarten said.
qualifications for prospecplicants are set by Jams
engarten in consultation
on campus.
applicant pool will be rep've of the sizeable number
ly qualified women and
"ties in the student affairs
said Hohengarten. Such
·ons will remain throughb stage of the screening
tion processes, he said.
committee's goal will be to
t finalists by the end of
conduct interviews during
and make a recommenda40 Joms by May 21, Hohensaid. If all goes according
dule, the new vice presiwill be able to talce office by
I. he said.
eryone on campus will have
to meet the finalists when
visi1 the campus and their

•Continued 011 page 2

EAN ESKRA/Staff photographer

Morrison's alive?
Jeremy Seymour, a freshman theatre major, debates whether or not to b1cy the "Lizard King" Monday afternoon during the Star Struck Posters
and Prints sale i11 the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

AB votes on Rec Center request
ByEANESKRA

Recreational Sports' request includes

Staff writer

$17,000 to meet student payroll at the Student

The Apportionment Board will vote whether or not to approve the Division of Recreational Sports' additional funding request
fi0r $23,585 in its regular Tuesday meeting.
The AB will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
"A lot of studenrs think we are cutting
Recreational Sports budget, but we're not."
said AB Chairman Ron Carmona. "This meeting is only intended to give extra money."

Recreation Center. The Rec Center employs
between 225 and 250 students.
lf approved, additional allocation requests
will be funded by the AB reserve. The reserve
currently stands at $ 124,861.
Carmona said many s tude nts have expressed support for Recreational Sports' funding request, but added he thinks these opinions
are self-motivated and not based on financial
facts.
·•If the AB thought this way, the student
body would be in trouble," Carmona said.

''The AB has to make financial decisions, not
biased ones."
AB member Bernie Blannchette said the
Rec Center's payroll is at the top of the AB's
priorities because it will affect student employees.
Although Blannchette said be bas not decided how he will vote, he feels Recreational
Sports asks for "ungodly" amounts of money.
"I think Dr. (David) Outler (Rec Center
director) might have to cut back on positioning," Blannchette said. " He wants all these
new programs, but there has to be a limit
somewhere."
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Gay union begins planning for
awareness week, fund-raisers
By DAWN TESSENDORF
Staff writer
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Allies Union discussed plans to
hold a Gay Awareness Week at its
regular Monday meeting.
The union plans to sponsor a
Gay Awareness Week in which it
will be handing out buttons and
purple ribbons to those w~o support gay concerns. It will take
place this semester, but a date has
not been set
Members said they hope to
coordinate its event with similar

functions at the University of
Illinois and Northern Illinoi s
University and become involved
with those universities' gay unions.
The awareness week event will
also serve as a fund-raising event
for the Lesbian Gay Bisexual and
Allies Union.
In other business, the union discussed an upcoming conference at

Illinoi~StateUniversi~.
Union members will attend a
conference at Illinois State Friday
through Sunday, said Seth Rogers,
executive director of the union.
The conference is part of a

statewide network programmed to
keep information concerning gays
moving throughout the state.
Members are also planning to
march in the Gay Pride Parade in
Washington D.C., on April 24 and
25.
The union will also continue its
letter writing campaign to state and
national legislators. Members will
send letters of support for President Bill Clinton's decision to lift
the ban on homosexuals in the military.
The letters will be sent next
week.
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Dr. Death assists suicide again
before start of Michigan ban
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. (AP) - A multiple sclerosis patient committed what she called "medicide" with Dr. Jack Kevorkian's help Monday.
It was his 12th assisted suicide and his third in
five days.
Kevorkian's lawyer denied that the retired
pathologist. an advocate of doctor-assisted suicide.
is stepping up his pace before a state ban on the
practice takes effect March 30.
Elaine Goldbaum, 47, who was legally blind
and needed a wheelchair, killed herself in her suburban Detroit apartment by putting on a gas mask
and pulling a clip that released carbon monoxide
from a tube, said her lawyer, Geoffrey Fieger.
"She was asleep within one minute," Fieger
said.
Her suicide was the sixth Kevorkian has attended since the Legislature passed a law temporaril}
banning assisted suicide. Gov. John Engler signed
the bill hours after Kevorkian helped two women
kill themselves in December.
Fieger said a flurry of people have been seeking

BASKET OF
LOVEBOUQ

$35.00

Kevorkian's help before the ban takes effect. But
he said at a news conference Monday, "I've talked
to Jack, and he's not going to rush things."
Kevorkian wasn't at the news conference.
Kevorkian first assisted a suicide in June 1990.
He was charged with murder in the first three
deaths. but charges were dropped because the state
had no law banning assisted suicide.
Oakland Count)' Prosecutor Richard Thompson
didn't return a telephone message left at his office
Monday afternoon.
Michigan authorities have revoked Kevorkian's
medical license.
Goldbaum was divorced and was being cared
for by her 17-year-old daughter. Leslie. Fieger
said. She died at the townhouse they shared. The
daughter and Goldbaum·s sister were there.
In a Dec. 28 letter to Kevorkian. Goldbaum said
she wanted to die because her disease was getting
progressively worse.
"The loss of dignity is atrocious ... I cannot do
anything for myself," Goldbaum wrote.
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FROM PAGE ONE
Graduate
•Continued from page I
At Eastern, 56 percent of the students arc women
and 44 percent are men.
While students range in age from 17 to 92. the
university has one of the lowest average student
ages of Illinois public institutions - 66 percent are
between the ages of 18 and 21.
Eastern, which has a minority population of 7 percent minority students, draws students from nearly

all Illinois counties. It has studenb from most of the
continental states and 25 foreign countries, the
report states.
With 650 faculty members. Eastern offers a faculty/student ratio of 1: 17. The average class size is 24.
Although senior faculty teach graduate courses and
faculty at all ranks devote time to research, the
majority of faculty time is devoted to undergraduate
education.

Student

"Gourmet Pizzas For Any Budger

.r. Continued from page I
feedback is encouraged. Hohengarten said.
The vice president for student
affairs serves as one of four executive officers for the university
and is directly involved in the

o~~~

overall planning and management
of the university. Lou Hencken
has served as acting vice president since former Vice President
for Student Affairs Glenn
Williams retired last fall.
Williams held the post for 22
years.
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Asaoc. spot1a ed.1or- -............ Ryan Gius:i
·-·-···Ca&&ie Sm1pson Verge edrlor ···-·····-·········· ........SUMI lysakef

- - -.E1191ta Pearson

oclrtor .•
Ptoductlon editor ··-···········-·-···-Sue RzepM
News fldlto< ······-·-···-·-Oms Sundheim
Assoc. news edit0t ....·-··-········-· Chris Seper
Aclivities ad1t0t ····-···-··-··-·ThelWB Johnson
AdmiNSlration editor ····--··············Dave Putney
Managing
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City editor . . ........ ................... Karen Medina
St\Kklnl government ad1tor.......... Sherry Sidwell
Features ed1tor.... ...........................J.A. Winders
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Copy editor ··-··--·-···-· ··-· Bob Sonchez
Advvrtising mgr.··--·---- ..John M Alberts
Salee mgr. ......................... __ .•• Scott Doan
PromotlOllS mgr.-...---··· ···- Kyla Reynolds
Student bos. mgr ........................Bever1y Blaney
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Publications adviser ........................David Reed
Technology adviser - .. ·····-···-···- Kann Burrus

NIGHT STAFF
Night chJet ................- ....... _••••••••.Cllns Sep&f

·····-·····-····-····-Dave

Night editor
Putney
Nigh1 editor ···- -··- ...... _. Ryan GiuSti
Pholo edit°' -··· _..__ .... _•.•.Mar1 Ogawa

Hohengarten. who has a doctorate in educational leadership,
expects the other committee
members to be officially named
by Joms within the next week.
The committee's first meeting is
tentatively set for the week of
Feb. 17.
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The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
St. James Place

• 1,2 &.3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

(1905) S. 12th St.)
• I & 2 Bedroom Uni
• Fully Furnished
• A. C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F
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dent members vow
old line on textbooks
both concede that
y be necessary in
Textbook Rental Serof the three student
the committee inves-service say they supential purpose of a
tbook Rental Com"ch will meet tomor. in the Neoga Room
rtin Luther King Jr.
Union - is an unbiased
nd the best possible
system for Eastern,
to committee members
and Kara Restagno.
ile both Smith and
ay changes may be necrecognize the merits
g and want to avoid
to textbook purchasing.
ittee, which is made
nt Senate and Faculty
bers. will meet weekunLil April to review
system and make rec1ions to Eastern Pres. Joms for its improve-

Bobby Smith

"Yes and no. the system is a
success." Restagno said ...I think
it's a good system for the small
campus system we have, and I've
heard from a lot of studenls who
really like the system."
Smith said he has talked to a
large number of students and
found that many agree specific
changes need to be made.
Smith said one change has already
been implemented. In past
a member of Student
years,
students were given two
"d he is strongly in favor
weeks
to
decide whether or not to
the textbook rental syspurchase their textbooks. Students
not blind to the fact that now have two-and-a-half months
ges need to be made," to make the decision.
The problem of long lines at
. "But I am in favor of
textbook
rental was alleviated by
rental, the students are in
expanding
the number of hours
textbook rental and I'm
students
could
pick up their books.
to say that most of the fac"Faculty also have concerns
. favor of the system.
't want people to lose with multiple sections of courses
book," Smith said.
the fact that the textbook using the same
"They have problems with so
system is funded solely
many people in different classes
student fees. It is a stuusing the same books. but I don't
organization for the betthink that is above fixing either."
ofthe students."
Smith said the committee will
gno, who has been a
be expecting the faculty to come
of Student Senate for two
up with some ideas for possible
, is also a supporter of
solutions.
k rental system.

The committee will also work
to make the textbook rental system
more responsive to graduate students, Restagno said.
"Because they're continually
being updated, a lot of the graduate students' books can be used
only once," Restagno said. "It is
more of an advantage for graduate
students to buy their books. A lot
of them find they do want to keep
their books."
Restagno said the committee
will consider the possibility of doing away with rental fees for graduate students or provide them with
the choice of renting or buying
their books.
Students pay $59 per semester
in rental fees.
Many people have expressed
concerns that Faculty Senate
members who want to eliminate
textbook rental may push for elimination, despite what Student Senate members.
Faculty Senate Chairman Ed
Marlow commented last week, "I
want to bum down textbook rental. and I have for years."
"That comment really, really
irritated me." Smith said. "Part of
our purpose as a committee is to
get rid of the gridlock which has
been present in years past, but
when the chairman of the Faculty
Senate, someone who is supposed
to be speaking for a large number
of people on campus, says that, I
feel l have to refute that mentality.
"Students don't have to worry
that the faculty (members of the
committee) will succeed in getting
rid of textbook rental. What the
students want will remain first and
foremost, and no one is going to
railroad anything different
through.''
Restagno said she also does not
believe racu1ty proponents of a
textbook purchasing system will
prevail.
"I don't see anything drastic
happening from this," she said.

On a roll

Blair Hall, a junior environmental biology major, prepares to jump two
stairs with roller blades Monday evening between Coleman Hall and
Lumpkin Business Building.

uth tops state's poverty rates
GO (AP) - Southern Illinois bad

's highest poverty rates in 1990,
g to U.S. Census results released

eight of the state's counties with rates
20 percent were in extreme Southern
s. The government's poverty-line
cut for a family of four is $12,675 a
County - home of the economidepressed former riverboat town of
- fared worst with 32.2 percent, or
idents. living in poverty.
figures more than double Illinois'
rate. According to previously released
11.9 percent, or 1,326,73 l of Illinois'
,602 residents, were in poverty in
r counties above 20 percent were
·, Jackson, Hardin, Pope, Gallatin,
and Saline.
Schott, a spokesman for the state
ent of Public Aid, said Southern
has the state's highest percentages of
ts on welfare.
're very rural," he said. 'There's not
of employment, as opposed to the
o metropolitan area where there are
pockets of poverty, but there are a lot
"ties."
i Bennett, statewide coordinator for
-profit Affordable Budget Coal ition,
'1bere just is truly a lack of any viable
jobs (in Southern Illinois) unless you
a professor at a university or unless you
in the coal mines, and the coal mines
ii deep trouble."
en, of Makanda, said transportation
is a major problem because many of the

communities are so isolated.
Sue Brown, a 36-year-old single mother
from Cairo, knows bow bleak the job market
is.
"l know when I finish school, I'll have to
move away to gel a job," said Brown, who is
studying early childhood education at a community college.
'Things aren't as bad around here as people think," she said. "Sure, we get a couple of
drive-by shootings, but that's because kids
don't have any jobs."
Kelvy Brown of the Public Welfare
Coalition, an advocacy group for the 1.3 million Illinoisans receiving public assistance,
said the poverty just seems worse in cities

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

like Chicago, where homelessness is a bigger
problem.
In fact, Cook County bad 713,255 people,
or 14.2 percent of its 2,783,726 residents. in
poverty, according to the Census data.
The Chicago Coalition for the Homeless
estimates more than 60,000 Chicagoans are
homeless compared with more than 20,000
other Illinoisans.
Poverty is absolutely the biggest contributor to homelessness, said John Donahue, the
coalition's executive director. "The crunch is
between income levels and rent levels. In the
city of Chicago, for example, for every 225
low-income families seeking housing, there
are only LOO affordable units."

Illinois AIDS
victims jump
17 percent
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The number
of reported AIDS cases in illinois rose
17 percent last year, with the sharpest
increases among drug users, statistics
released Monday by state health officials
show.
Reported cases in 1992 stood at
1,899. said Tom Schafer, spokesman for
the Public Health Department. That follows a 34 percenr rise to 1,621 cases
reported in 1991, an increase officials
attributed to better reporting from health
workers.
Schafer said there was no apparent
reason for this year's increase.
Oark and Alexander counties reported AIDS cases for the first time, bringing to 90 the number of Illinois' 102
counties reporting an AIDS case.
Through December, the cumulative
number of AIDS cases reported in
Illinois since 1981 was 8202, the sixth
highest total in the United States.
Statistics show AIDS is expanding
more rapidly among women, minorities
and heterosexual groups. Homosexual
and bisexual men continue to represent
the majority of the cases.
"We must adapt to meet the challenges of the disease's latest phase,'' said
the state's health director, Dr. John
Lumpkin.
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OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Consolidation
of colleges not
worth the cost
The Council on University Planning and
Budget has recommended, as part of a larger
proposal, that Eastern reduce the number of Its
colleges through consolidation.
The goal of this exercise was to find enough
money to make It through the next fiscal year,
but it seems to have turned into a process with
much longer-range Implications.
While the intent of the re-organization is to
cut out some dean positions and save around
$300,000, its greater effect will be to remake
the school.
The rewards of the
changes just don't seem
worth the price.
Early projections by the Council on University
Planning and Budget showed that Eastern simply would not have enough money to cover a
$1. 1 million salary increase next year, so the
council was charged with finding any way possible to come up with the money without
harming the school or the students.
One of those ideas was college consolidation. Although no exact plans have been
announced yet, the most likely candidates for
consolidation are the Colleges of Fine Arts,
Health Physical Education and Recreation and
Applied Science.
The colleges are without deans, and the
three together have fewer majors than the
College of Education. The three largest colleges
will probably remain untouched.
More than likely, the three smaller colleges
will be reduced to departments within the larger schools. However, size alone is not enough
criteria to consolidate a college, especially to
save money.
For example, Fine Arts can't be shoehorned
into academic-oriented colleges like Liberal Arts
Science or Education without losing some of
the distinct artistic emphasis it has acquired
through the years.
Since everybody is talking about saving
money and nobody is talking about effects, one
wonders if the Council on University Planning
and Budget is suddenly placing emphasis only
on money.
With only $300,000 to gain, consolidation
seems like the wrong step to take.

Have you got a problem with
Someone recently told me that
someone else had told them they
didn"t like my columns. I'm not
sure why this person decided he
didn't like my columns, but since I
always like to hear what people
say about them, it was interesting
to contemplate.
1
I've always tried to keep the
\
subject of my columns on a level
where people want to read them.
Call It a place for entertainment, Cassie
call It a place for gripes, call It Simpson
whatever you want.
This bit of news that was relayed to me dldn 't upset
me, It just made me think. Why would someone hate
my columns?
In the year and half that I've been writing columns
for The Dally fa.stern News, this ls only the second
Mcomplalnt" I've ever heard a.bout my writing style. The
first one was from an English teacher who caught a
grammatical error In a column I wrote last spring.
He was right. As an English major I should have
caught the error.
When I thlnk back on the different subjects I've written on, I think about manners, the Gus Bus, skiing, road
trips, cocaine babies, the llllnois Board of Higher
Education's recommended budget cuts, underage
drinking, residence halls, bars, leadership, prank phone
calls (which only resulted In a multitude of late night
calls to my answering machine and harassed roommate, since I'm never there) and other similar topics.
Most of the time I do by to entertain people because
I feel like people are often bombarded with wserious"

topics. And I've been told that I do en
many people that I see in dass or just out
More people have complimented
columns, saying they enjoy them, than
remember receiving several letters from
liked them and even a few fan letters.
I haven't had too many people write In
to the editor which they want wpublished
lyll" because I ticked them off with a col
people who have taken the time to
backed up what I said, If I tried to make a
Most people don't take the time to
something they agree with ls written or
enjoyed reading was published. Mostly
until they are Moffended" by something
the time to write.
And some people just tell the grapevine.
So, I've thought a.bout why this person
my columns could possibly hate som
doesn't usually pick on anyone and Id
thing.
The person doesn't read them, or If he
son wasn't able to enjoy the columns due to
understanding a.bout the purpose behind
The columns aren't supposed to change
the university or even the way someone lives
just supposed to entertain and give
thing different to read.
I guess I just wanted to defend my col
faceless person and tell them if they have
gripe then take the time to prove It.
- C-assle Simpson Is managing editor c1l1d
columnist lbrThe Dally Eastern News.

Editorial

Cure the disease and kill
_ ..,~ . ., . the patient.
Francis Bacon

Your turn•••

Column fueled
by ignorance
of Illinois area
Dear editor:
I would like to respond to Chris
Seper's artide, 'Take me back to the
real Illinois," which appeared in the
Feb. 1 edition of The Daily Eastern
News. Chris obviously Is suffering
from a very common disorder called
Isolated Suburban Syndrome.
The symptoms of this are, of
course, being prejudice or afraid of
any location outside the comfortable
villages which surround the great
castle of Chicago. Many times
Northerners who travel a few miles
south of their Chicago homeland
contract this confusing syndrome.
They do not realize that the main
agitator of this problem Is their own
Ignorance - which Is the cause of so
many dlscr1mlnatory beliefs.
Sure, we Southerners have a few
more small towns and some problems which are a result of these
small town settings. but do these
problems outweigh those of
Chicago? It is unfortunate that just
because of one person's language,

you would condemn others. In sociology we call this stereotyping.
Maybe we do talk a little different,
but so do people in New Orleans.
We have an ethnic flavor that is
uniquely ours - as does the North.
It is a misconception to believe
Charleston is a part of the South. It is
innately ftat and windy. So, If anything, it is part of the North. However, ls in the Central part of Illinois.
I am proud to be a Southerner.
The South Is the most beautiful part
of the state. I guess those of you
who have not been out of your
Northern thrones cannot see this.
You obviously haven't heard of
Fern Giff, Bald Knob Cross, Cave in
Rock. Garden of the Gods, Larupine
Hills, Giant Qty, The Natural Bridge,
the Shawnee National Forest or the
many other Indian sights of Southern
Ulinols which make the South attractive. You obviously have not seen
the beautiful colors of fall. which is
standard In the South.
And amazing as It may be to you,
we can actually eat the fish we catch
during our relaxing excursions into
the aesthetic scenery In the South.
I certainly do not believe all
Northerners are as narrow minded as
yourself. I know many Northerners
who believe we are all actually a part
of the same state. Some of your own

even think the South Is
beautiful part of the state.
The South is definitely
few hillbillies just as I hope
is more than a bunch of I
people. I am from r.uhnrill1alil
say If Carbondale should be a
Kentucky, then Chicago
part of Wisconsin. When N
ask for a wpop." do they really
slap in the face or are they
ding?

The Dally Eastem News
ages letters to the editor
any local, state, national or
tional issue.
Letters should be less
words. For the letter to be
the name of the author, In
the author's address and
number, must be lnduded. If
sary, letters will be edited
to length and space at the d
of the edit page editor or
chief.
Anonymous letters will n
printed.
If a letter has more than
authors, only the names of the
three will be printed.

s
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Touch-Tone system,
ard expected for fal I
In Eastern's Touchtion system and a
student identification
of the changes the rcghas announced for

ee phone company will
system so if a student
the lines are busy, they
holding cue und be put
list until a line opens,
He explained 30 stut to use the new sysstudents can listen
k music on the phone
for a line to open.
ystem will) save kids

was ..out of commission" because
everyone was calling at the same
time.
Another major change that will
also be made next fall will be made
concerning university students'
identification cards.
Currently, students carry an ID
card and a food service ID card.
Hencken explained students will
only carry one ID card next fall so
they don't need to worry about forclasses.
getting or losing one of their cards.
The regi'.'.tration office also plans
..(We've been) getting a number
to make next fall's registration ~i of concerns from students carrying
er by dividing registration of the two ID cards," he said.
freshman class between two days,
Taylor explained the registration
Taylor said. The students will be office is also planning to make
divided according to their for more secure student identification
Social Security number.
cards.
Hencken said, "(If we) divide the
Currently, the ID cards com.isl of
number of people, students have a Polaroid pictures put onto a lamibetter opportunity to get on the nated card with the student's social
line."
securit) number and birth date.
By splitting the freshmen be· Taylor explained these cards have
tween two days, Hencken said the allowed students to split apart the
students will not lie up the system. cover. change the birthdate and
He explained the phone system then laminate the card again.

who keep t1ying to get a free line,"
he said. ''(!\.lore students) can line
up and wait for lines to free up.
(We can) handle kids in a fair
way."
Lou Hencken, vice president for
student affairs. said, "Once you get
in, at least )OU know there is a light
at the end of the tunnel."
He said once students get on the
system they will only have to wait
about 20 minutes to register their

Hege job chances better than
year, but only in a few fields
YORK (AP) - In this year's recruiting sca-

airline industry have virtually shut down the market
for new aerospace engineers.
Would-be nuclear engineers may need to find
another specialty. Jobs in finance and banking, except
for technical and back-office jobs. are still hard to
come by.
''There's a fundamental shifl, and most of it has
come from a decrease (in campus recruiting) among
I.
the Fortune 500 companies," said Richard Stewart.
care is one industry that i. ~in_ng. ~aid dfrettor of placement at Purdue University. ''You can
nn3u..__.a::datisJ~fS>:.ice~ spe51ahs1 at look at your llst of companies having problems. and
PlacementL"ouncil Inc.
that's the company that's not coming to campus now."
ehem, Pa. jobs also are available in manA survey of 316 companies last fall by the College
information systems. for people who teach Placement Council found 54 percent of employers
planned to hire more graduates in 1993 than last year.
to use computers.
on the environment has created openings
Respondents predicted they would hire 7.7 percent
rs. geologists, biologists, and chemists. more graduates in the 1992-1993 school year than a
the attention that President Clinton has year earlier. Actual lures were projected to rise to 70
to pay to rebuilding the nation's infrastruc- per company from 65.
es should be good for civil engineers,
"However, talking to placement officers this past
added.
January and December. we haven't seen that yet,"
Oberman said.
Not only do many recruiters have fewer jobs to
offer. they are cutting back on recruiting costs.
college graduates, nurses are hot but
aigineers are not.
'es hope to hire more college graduates
than in 1992, but only a few fields are
to benefit, college placement officers say.
y companies restructuring and eliminating
are fewer openings for job-seekers str.iight

r

BREAKFAST
7 Days A Week
Complete Breakfast
Menu!
including:
·Pancakes
• Omlettes
• Huevos Rancheros
·much more!
7th and Madison 345-7427

Tuesday at

~arty's
Bacon cheeseburger w/fries $199

$1 25 Bottles (MGD & MGD Light)
$1 50 TNT's (Tanqueray & Tonic)
Tonite:free hot spicy BBQ's

The Daily Eastern News

'BJael( !!list@JrY;
9J@nth

'!Esserr~ Cont~st

1. Entries should be 500 words or
less.Essays should portray a person,
time period, or event--local or otherwise--which promoted the advancement of cultural diversity or which can
promote cultural diversity in the
future. Theme: Unity Why Can't We

All Just Get Along?
2. The contest is open to all students,
with the exception of those currently
working for Student Publications and
any past editors of these publications.
3. Entries must be submitted to The
Daily Eastern News Office no later
than 4p.m. on Friday, Feb. 19.
4. Judging will take place the week of
Feb. 20-25.
5. Awards will be given at the
Parent's Appreciation Luncheon on
Saturday, February 27.

Prizes donated by:
Office of Minority Affairs

Z<I>B

SCJ

-- -------- ,
( MEDIUM (14•))

I SAUSAGE & CHEESE I
I
I
PIZZA•••TO GO!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L ----------~I
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza ...

Plue Tax

$7.45 with a Large (1&•) Pizza

Good 7 Daya/Week with
Carry-Out/Delivery thru :V14/93.

Additional toppings @
regular charge.

Charleston
909 18th Street• 348-7515

Present this coupon when picking up order.
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Civil servant reduction
does not include layoffs
By CATIE BURKE
Staff writer

The recent recommendation for a reduction in the
number of civil service workers at Eastern by the
Council on University Planning does not translate into
layoffs. said Kim Furomo, director of Planning
Services.
Reducing the number of civil service positions, said
Furomo, means that vacant positions for civil service
workers in certain departments would be filled by civil
service workers from departments where there are
more than enough workers.
The recommendation is one of several the council
put forward last week. Members also suggested a $50
increase in student fees. consolidation of E.astem 's six
colleges and elimination of senior seminar classes. The
council hopes to save $1.6 million wirh the measures.
She added that the council made the recommendation mostly because of the large increase of civil service positions since 1987.
Civil st:rvic.;t! pusiliuns hav~ im;reai;ed by 144 in che
past five years, largely because of increased service
requirements for the university, according to materials
used at the CUPS retreat. For example, the university

Charleston
business
burglarized
A Charleston business was
burglarized last week for the
second time in a month between Friday and Saturday
morning.
Bert Morgan, owner of
Morgan's Disposal, 500 N.
Division, told Charleston
police that his office had been
burglarized and a compucer
and answering machine were
taken.
Morgan told police that he
locked his business at 4 p.m.
Friday, and at 7:45 a.m. Saturday, returned to find that
someone had gained entry
through the rear west door
leading to the office.
The entire door knob assembly had been unscrewed. A
personal computer, disk drive,
monitor and a Panasonic telephone answering machine
were missing. according to a
police report.
Bert Morgan stated thar
about a month ago, unknown
subjects had cut the padlock
off the front door of his business and took an electric typewriter and a cordless phone.
Morgan failed to report that
incident, according to Charles!on police reports.

-Staffreport

added steam operators to handle the coal-burning system while craft and trade workers were hired for campus renovation projects.
Although the council expects the reduction of civil
service positions to save the university money. there
aren't any specific details on which departments would
have openings. which civil service workers could
expect to be transferred to other departments. or how
much money would be saved Furomo said.
Furumo added the bulk of the people would probably come from the Business Affairs and Student
Affairs offices.
"U lhere are positions that could be done away with.
we would save some money," said Randy Coffey. president of Civil Service Council and a voting member of
the CUPB. "But we haven't specified the amount yet.
''We just wanted to recommend areas to look into for
lhe university to save money," he said. "But we are still
in the process of identifying those areas."
Coffey added that considering all the current civil
service positions, the universiry was sure to save
money somehow in that area without layoffs.
Puromo said the council has set no deadline for
when it plans to have details on the feasibility of ics
recommendation.

Gospel group visits
Union on Tuesday
By JULIE KAUPERT
Staff writer

The University Board will
sponsor a performance by the
Minneapolis Gospel Sound Feb. 9
at 8 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Tickets can be purchased at the
University Union Ticket Office or
at the door. The cost is $3 for students and senior citizens and $5
for the general public.
The group of five musicians
and five singers have performed
together for the past seven years.
During which they released two
albums titled "Time is Running
Out" and "Put a Handle On It."
According to a press release.
"Minneapolis Gospel Sound takes
the universal language of music
and the infinite, sovereign Word
of God and combines it wirh some
of the mosr melodic voices this
side of the Angelic Choir as rhey
reach out to an unlimited audience."
Minneapolis Gospel Sound's
standing-room only audiences
have flocked to concert halls like
the Historic Orpheum Theater.
Minnesota Orchestra Hall and The
Guthrie Theater.
Since October, 1989, they have
performed "Sunday Gospel
Brunch" every week at the Minneapolis Fine Line Music Cafe.
The Minneapolis Gospel Sound

Jeny•s
Pizza~ Pub
introduces

All You Can Eat
Buffet
featuring
Pizza
Spaghetti
Garlic Bread
Salad Bar

$3.99 plus tax
Every Tuesday 5 - 9 pm

Children 10 &.. under eat for $2
4th&.. Lincoln in store special 345-2844

~ ,,_

People were standing
on the chairs, clapping and swaying
from the excitement
of it all.
Richard Ramos
Student Activities
Director
University of Iowa

''

were winners of the 1989 Minnesota Black Music Award for Best

Gospel Group. Appearances
throughout the United Scates gave
this group the opportunity to perform with national gospel artists
such as the Rev. James Moore,
Thomas Whitfield and Charlene
Bell.
''Their performance at our 1991
conference was incredible. People
were standing on the chairs, clapping and swaying from the excitement of it all. ... It's an incredible
show that leaves you wanting
more," said Richard Ramos, director of student activities at Simpson
College in Iowa where rhe group
recencly performed.

Fam

Vision Days

FREE
FREE
loR
I
GLASSES
LENSES
Buy one pair of
glasses at our
regular low price
and get a SPARE
PAIR... FREE!!

EXTRA II

FRBB

SCRATCH
COAT

If you don't need
two pairs, you get
Single Vision CR39 lenses FREE,
with the purchase
of a new frame.

Call ... 345-5100 or 235-0300
(toll free fn>m Mattoon)

2 Block• Eaat of Old Main

904 E. Lincoln, Char1aaton

Steven H. Lane, O.D.

Must pruent coupons •t bme ol pun:~ue

C1ll lor delalls on d oner..
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Reagan aids
warned of
damaging
testimony

, a sophomore sociology major, delivers balloons for the
k Monday afternoon in the Martin Luther King Jr.
Union .

ericans critical
ublic servants
GTON (AP) - Smokspclled doom for a
Court nominee but it
4crail the nation's first
president. Hiring an
scuttled two attorney
fuls - even one who
the law.
and when ethical stanbe applied to public sera fuzzy matter. Should
expect perfection from
officials?
m to lurch back and
een what we consider
priately in the public
what we consider priJean Elshtain. a profes. · science and philosVanderbi It University.
we're forgiving. and
we're not."
Clinton's first attorney
nominee , Zoe Baird,
y broke the la~ when she
ed illegal aliens to take
children.
legal experts believe that
y disqualified her from the

post of attorney general.
"I think most Americans expect
fairly high standards in their elected officials," said Robert Royal,
vice president of the Ethics and
Public Policy Center in Washington. "But in the Justice Department, we have an expectation
that they should be above average,
if not impeccable. After all, an
attorney general is son of like a
police officer or captain."
But many say the case is much
less clear against Kimba Wood.
who withdrew Friday after being
talked up as Clinton's likely
choice.
She had hired an illegal alien
but had broken no laws.
"I think she basically got caught
in the crossfire after a legitimate
question was raised about Zoe
Baird," said Ronald N. Green.
director of the Ethics Institute at
Dartmouth College. "It was her
misfortune."
Ethical considerations are
murkier still for other political
jobs.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ronald
Reagan's chief of staff and secretary of state had been prepared to
testify that his administration misstated facts about the Iran arms
sales to protect the president from
impeachment, the Iran-Contra prosecutor asserted Monday.
Special Prosecutor Lawrence
Walsh suggested in a report to
Congress that Attorney General
Edwin Meese ''was warning the
president's adviser.; that to disclose
the president's knowledge'' of a
1985 missile shipment to Iran
"would expose him to a charge of
illegal activity."
If Caspar Weinberger had gone
to trial, former White House chief
of staff Donald Regan was prepared
to testify that he knew if was untrue
when Meese stated in a Nov. 24,
1986. White House meeting that the
president hadn't known about the
Hawk missile shipment, Walsh said
in an interim report to Congress.
Regan "was concerned about the
possibility of impeachment," Walsh
contended.
A Weinberger trial "would have
exposed new evidence of the administration's efforts to conceal the
facts of the Iran arms sales from the
public and from Congress." Walsh
said in the report.
The trial was canceled when
President Bush pardoned Weinberger and five other Iran-Contra
figures on Christmas Eve. Walsh
called the pardon a "misuse of this
power." Weinberger was "a former
colleague'' of Bush':; and his prosecution "arose out of event<: in which
the p~ident himself panicipated,"
said Wabh.
"President Bush acted with compassion and good conscience in his
pardons. but we will not comment
on Judge Walsh's report," Bush
spokesman Andrew Maner said in
Houston.
Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole, a frequent critic of Walsh's
investigation, called the report "a
last ditch effon to justify his extravagant $35 million partisan crusade."
On Nov. 25, 1986. Meese told a
national television audience that
Reagan hadn't known about the
Hawks shipment. Three days earlier, Secretary of State George Shultz
had told the attorney general otherwise. according to notes dictated by
Shultz.
Walsh said Shultz was prepared
to testify at trial that he was concerned "the White House was
attempting to 'rearrange the record"' by announcing in 1986 that
Reagan hadn't known about the
November 1985 anns·for-hostages
deal. The president's aides feared
the missile shipment to Iran violated the Arms Export Control Act.

Belly
-Star
-Reaching

WEBVYAND
RLVSEDCD'S

Paul Mccarthy
-Off the Ground

SCHOLARSHIPS AND
GRANTS AVAILABLE*
NO GPA REQUIREMENTS
NO INCOME RESTRICTIONS
NO AGE LIMITS

GUARANTEE
We will match you with at least six
non-governmental sources of f1nanc1al
aid or your money back!

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
You will receive at least $100 in
grants/scholarships or we will give
you a $100 U.S. Savings Bond!••
For Information and an appltcation,
send your name and address to:
TONY STRONG AND ASSOCIATES
6285
SPRING ST., Suite 399
LONG BEACH, CA 90808

e.

'Scholarship and grants available
for undergraduates
"'Full guarantee details sent with
application

presents

THE BOYS IN
THE BAND
8 p.m. Feb 11 -13
Feb 17 - 20
2 p.m. Feb 21
on the mainstage

Doudna Fine

Arts Center
Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (2l7) 581-3110
for Reservations
from 1-5 Mon. - Fri.

3-PIECE
DINNER

$225
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

2-PIECE

LUNCH

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Q Ribs
•Livers & Gizzards
• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

NEW ITEM

JOIN US 7 DAYS
A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

Complete Menu 5-11 a.m.

We have catering for all occasions. Gift certificates
are available 345 - 6424
1305 Lincoln

Avenue
Charleston,
Illinois

Tuesday, February 9th
8pm - Grand Ballroom

Diggable Planets

-Where You Been

5ponsoll!d by the EIU Counseling Center

University
Theatre

Minneapolis
GOSPEL• SOUND

Phish
-Rift

CD Casette
11.99 $6.99

COMPUTER ANXIETY

Are you completely flummoxed
by a keyboard and screen?
Learn some computer basics in
an anxiety-free environment,
using EIU-user·friendly
machines and programs.
Dr. Karen Nantz,
Dept. of Business Education
Wednesday, February 10,
7:00 PM Room 012,
Lumpkin Hall

Dinosaur Jr.

$3 Students with ID/ $5 General

Ill

UBoanirdverst'ty

Pwfonring Al1I

"You Don't Expect Gospel To Be Like This!"

8

TUES

DAY
FEB.9, 1~3
THE DAJLY f.AsTtRN Na\-S
C LASSIFIED
Al>VERTJSING
POLICY
The Ddlly £dstem News
Cdnnot be responsible for
more than one day·s Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear In
the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
dea dllne to appear In the
next day's publlCdtion. Any
ads processed A.fTER 2 p.m.
will be published In the fol·
lowing day·s newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
Af1Ul the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classlfled ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted
to The C>d/fy £d5tem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised. refected, or canceled at any time.
The Ddlly Eastern News
assumes no llablllty If for any
re.1S0n It becomes necessaiy
to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
5£RVJC£S 0ma£D

Tuvn
TIWNING/ScHOOLS

HELP WANTU>
WANTID
ADomoN

I SERVICES OmRED I f...._._H_w_W.......A--=Ntt.._o__.I

.__[_f_
OR_Rf.NT
~·..........___,

Fast and reasonable typing ,
translation and FAX service. Call
Lynda. 581 ·2829

Now taking applications for all
positions. Apply tonight only 9· 11
p.m.
Th1rsty's
__
__ _ _ _ __ 219

Rooms $150/month , utihlles·
Women ONLY Intersession,
Summer, Fall & Spring Sessions·
Call Pat Novak (708) 789-3n2

TRAVEL

Delivery drivers. Apply in person
at Joey's in University Village
before 11 a.m. and after 2 p .m.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

SPRING BREAK '93. Best rates,
Best Tnp. Groups and lnd1v1duals
welcome . Call me for details .
Todd 348·5538. Leave Message
~~~~~~~~~·V28

SPRING BREAK '93 with COL·
LEGE TOURS. CANCUN $429.
Air, Hotel , Parties, Nightly
Entertainment! For more 1nforma·
t1on and reservations call : Louie
(800) 395-4896

HELP

Now. 1 female wanted to share
large house. $150/month. 1520
9th St. 348·5169

SuBUSSORS
Summer sublessors. 2·3 females,

WANll.D

2 bedrooms, close to campus .
Cheap rent. 345-9635.
_ _ _ _ _ca V9-11 , 16-18

ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stutting envelopes at
home. All materials provided.
Send
SASE
to
National
Distributors P.O. Box 9643,
Springfield,
MO
65801 .
Immediate response
~~~~~~~~~·V10

PAPA JOHN"S PIZZA Opening
soon In Charleston, IL. Now
staffing approx. 25 positions
including management trainees,
inside personnel and drivers.
Apphcabons may be picked up at
426 W. Lincoln Ave. INterviews
will begin on 2·8·93. More 1nfor·
matlon please call 348-0930
between 9 a.m. • 6 p.m. ONLY
V11
Ask about Avon's earning oppor·
tunity. No door-to-door. Call Judy
345-6834 or Susan 345-9298.

Su8llSSORS

FOR RENT
FOR SAU
LOST~ FOUND

ANNOUNCf.MlNTS

Reserve your summer or fall
housing now! Two houses across
from Old Main on Lincoln. One
house for 5 and one house for 4.
Call 345-5739 after February 1.
Ask for Martha.
_ __ _ ca1/26,27.2/2,3,9, 10
Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 93·94 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148.
Evenings.

Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name: __________________
Address:_~-------~----~

Phone: _ __ _ _ _Students

D

D

Yes

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Brittany Ridge Townhouse , 1 ·5
people. Includes 2 1/2 bath, dish·
washer, washer/dryer etc. Call
345-7379

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1 ,000 AN HOUR!
Each. member of your frat.
soronty, team. club, etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
$1,000 in just a few daysl

1 Larry of N .B .A.
fame
s TV host Sa1a k

s1 " The--,R B.

25 Begot

u

M exican man's
cloak

30 Faxon or Kite

• R1g1d sup port
12 Purim 's m o nth
u e ntice
15 Sheer l inen
clo th
HRo w
n O p eratic
melody
1a B oring tool

31 Large w ad.ng
b ird
33 A malgamation

1• A l Pacino film:
1975
22 Astronaut

Page b oy's
activity
45 C orpulent
47 Lab e l
41 Superlative
suffix
so C hemical
e n d ing

2'Auth or
Deighton
24A.M .A .
members

DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY will have a clo
E .C H.O organization February 8·10 from 4·6:30 p
Lawson and Carmen hall If you have clothes to
reach these hall· please contact Shannon at 345-1184
T HE COUNSELING CENTER will have a workshop
Anxiety" presented by Dr. Karen Nantz Wednesday Feb
Lumpkin Hall 012. Are you completely flummoxed by a
screen? Learn some computer basics in an arooefy·free
using EIU-user-friendly machines and programs.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Wiii have ReconcihaliOll
8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CANTER will have Bible Study
p.m. 1n Coleman Hall, room 203.
O ASIS WILL HAVE another fun and informative meeting
dents Tuesday at 6 p.m. at McDonald's Union Panther
our growing membership' Free!
SP E EC H COMM UNI CATI ON A SSO CIATION will
Tuesday from 6·8 p.m. in Coleman Hall 229. We astc
salad, vegetable. or dessert. The rest will be pr0V1
majors. New and old members welcome. Don't forget
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES will have a panel on black
Tuesday at 7 p.m 1n the Old Ballroom in the Union
MODEL ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT will meet Tue
Coleman 221 . All members are urged to attend their
BACCHU S WILL HAVE a regular meeting Tuesday at
Glenn Williams room of the University Union, located on
the east entrance of the housing office. New members
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a meeting Tue
the Charleston/Mattoon room. There will be Afncan
posters at the meeting.
HONORARY ORDER OF Omega will have a meeting T
p.m. in the Oakland room of the Union.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRIES accepted beginnilg
wrestling at 2 p.m. at the Intramural desk in lhe SAC 1ob1Jr.
GREEK WEEK BOOKLET meeting wlll be Tuesday at 7
ShelbyvUle room.
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT Association will
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall 228. Speaker from
followed by a short meeting.
PRE· LAW CLUB WILL have a meeting Tuesday. Time and
announced. New members welcome.
NRHH WILL HAVE a meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the
room. All of our alums are welcome! See you there!
EIU DANCERS WILL meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. In the
Please, be on time!
NAIT WILL HAVE a chapter meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. in
219. New members welcome. Golf·n-Goat info.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will have a regular meeting 1i
p.m. 1n the Sullivan room 1n the Union. New members ant

Pleue Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
NON-PROFIT event, 1.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips shol*I
to The Daily Eastem News office by NOON one bualneu
data of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thu
subJTIJtte<I as a. Ct1mp145 Clip, ~y noon W8dn8sday, (Thursday
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips aubmltted
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Arr/
Illegible or contains conflicting lnfonnation will not be published.

No cost No obligation.
1· 800-932-0528, Ext. 65

ACROSS

CAMPUS C11

come!

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!

Gnssorn

U n der Clas s if icati on of: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~~~~.,....,,~~-·V19

Now leaslng for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913·917
Fourth SL 345·2231
~~-~~~~~.,....-517
Microwave oven rental $25 for
Spring Semester plus $10
deposit. 820 Lincoln Street. 348·
n46
-~~~~~~~~-517
24 W. Buchanan . Aldo Roma
Apts . 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities included 11
112 mos. lease. $325 for 1 person
or $185 each for 2 persons Call
Jan or Charlotte 345-2113. Eads
Realty
~~~~~~~~~-517
Apartments & Houses available
for Fall '93. 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms.
Call for info. & appointment. 345·
7286, M·F, 8:30·5, Sat. 9·12.

~~~~~-=-~,.....-V12

~~~~~~~~~·V19

ROOMMAJIS

v11

ROOMMATIS

INTERNATION AL EMPLOY·
MENT; M ake money teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan . Make
$2,000-$4,000+ per month. Many
provide room & board + other
benefits! No previous training or
teaching certificate required . For
Int ernational Employment pro·
gram, call the Int ernational
Employment Group: (206) 632·
1146 ext. J5738.

RmEs/RIDus

o!~;

(LASSIHED ADVERTISI

u S tl m u lus
n Small b o uquet
40 President a ttar
Polk
41 B roa dcasts
a H eavy w eight

a

Hope film

57 " .. . h er poor

dog-R
saRivulet
u Ty pe of p lalnt1ff
ea T he one
occasion
11 Stewpot
12 Small plateau
a Puka o r upas
MKin o f long
ts Baseball
equipment

DOWN
1 Kind of eagle

a One's own:
Comb. form
sTolled
4 Sprinkle w ith
flour

_ __

1 Pintner

Expi ration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

products

Person accepti ng ad _ _ _C o mpositor _ _ __ _

• Distinctive air
1 Paltry trinkets

no. w o rds/days

I Cops on thei r
beats?

Amou nt due:$ _ __ __

Payment:

Cl Cash

Cl Chec k

Cl Credit

Check number _ _ __

n"LaDouce·
27 Glutinous;

viscous

•Austerity
tO Margarines

•Fam. member

11 Honey buzzard

aaRoughand
prickly

t4 He's out to
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utlve day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive d ay. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

a - - non grata
M Swinger in the
garden

•El - -. Spanish
hero
41 Formican
mound
44Houston
NShe,in
athlete
MCruising
•Daze
a Remainder
47Smalldrum
N Affirmative
41 Make up for
votes

•These may take
trips

a

Di recto r Clair

•

Refined grace

TUESDAY
P.M .
WTW0-2
6:00 Inside Edlllon
6 :30 Murphy Brown
7:00 Quantum Leap
7:30
8:00 l)nso.'ved
8:30 MysfeneS
9 :00 OatelneNBC
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

WCIA·3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN·24

USA·26

WGN-10 9

WILL·12, 12

LIFE-13

Fox-8 55

DISC-9

WEIU-29 51

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Mame<I .•

SportsCenter

Quantum Leap

MacNetl Lehrer

Unsolved

College Basketball

Oesigfllf10 Women
JeffelSOOS

Mysfenes

Night Court
Cheers

Wonder of
Western Australia

Reading Rainbow
Club Connect

Rescue9tl

Fun House
Mr. Cooper

Indiana at
PemSt

Westminster
OogShow

Movie: Btaddock·
Missing 1n Acbon lft

Nova

LA. Law

Class of '96

TerraX
Strange Powe11

Little House

Movi1r 1can
You LoveMe

Roseanne
Jackie Thomas

Georgia at

Frontline

Movie·
SnlleJenny

Key West

Invention
Machines

Bonanza

News

Americas

Yollre Dead

Star Trek: The
Next GeneraOOn

Nalureol
Thngs

News
Panther Counl1y

Nigh! Coutl
Highlander

Being Se!ved?
Moivie

Clleeis
Th:1y$omelhing

Studs

TerraX
Strange Powers

Mr & Mis. North
Movie Gun Moll

F1oOda

CNilWars

News

~

M'A'S'H

Love ComeClion

Mac;Gyver

SportsCemer

Hawllsat
Warriors

ASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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J I. LOST &. FOUND

"--'--"'._foa
_____
R£___Nr
_"""""".
YEAR, ALSO
2, 3, AND 4
ARTMENTS.
AVAILABLE.
RENTALS AT
MESSAGE IF
0A CALL 348-

-.--...,..-·5f7

year 3 and 4
. Across from
• 581-6927.
_ _ _,-2115
I year, 3 bed1718 10th. 2
Ion. 348-0440,

Nine bedroom house OR split
into two apartments of six bedrooms and 3 bedrooms, low utilities. 2 washers/dryers available
summer/fall/spring. Call 2344831. Six blocks from campus.
= - - - : - - - - - - - - -·2111
Two bedroom house for rent, rVcely
furnished. Including T.V and commercial pool table. Behind high
school on 18th Street. $200 each
for two. 345-4508
----~2111
Newly remodeled 2-bedroom
mobile home, new carpet and
appliance completely furnished,
water, garbage and cable T.V.
included in rent. Located in mce,
qUtet trailor court. $130 each tor
two, ooe year lease. 345-4508.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111

Found: Plastic bag containing
gym clothes: found men's
gloves (black), found black jacket. To claim come to Rm 119,
SPC Office, Coleman Hall
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110
FOUND: Large man's jacket.
Please identify. Call 345-5428
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/11

Daytona, Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas. Good prices for the
college budget: Call Todd at
348-5538. Leave message if no
answer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2128
LET OUR CUPID BOUQUET
WIN YOUR VALENTINE'S
HEART. $10.00. UP, UP &
AWAY BALLOONERY. 1503
7TH,
_ _345-9462
_ _ _ _ _ _ _2111

Waddell Apts. 1 block North of
Krackers on 4th St. 3 bedroom
Apt. for 3 persons. Rent paid by
semester only. $135 per person.
10 mos. lease. security locked
building. Call Jan or Charlotte.
Eads Realty. 345·2113

Doug Stevens Happy 18th
Birthday You can now vote,
Ylpeet Luv, WoWo
--~219
DANA WULFF (with a "u"), A
belated congratulations on
Greek Week Overall. I know
you'll do an excellent job. Love,
Maggie
219

Scooter and motorcycle batteries $7.95 and up. FREE TESTS.
1519 Madison 345·8658 (VOLT)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca.TR-sn

S-E~N-D_A_V_A-LE~N-T-IN_E_B_A-LL-OON

ANYWHERE IN THE USA. BALLOON, CUPID BEAR AND
KISSES $18.95. UP UP AND
AWAY, 1503 Seventh St. 3459462.
- - - - · ca212,3,4,8,9,10
Remember your Valentine with
a carnation and balloon from
Phi Sigma Sigma. Stop by our
tables in Buzzard and Coleman,
Mon.-Thurs.
___________2111

TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo: receiver, turntable,
speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet
Malibu station wagon $750.
Trade for? 345-4426

_ _ _ _.5!7

219
""'r=s-&-H-::o-u,..-:s'Es
tor 92-93 school
to 9 people.
room & 6 bedwhat you want.
prices and localnformation call

-...,.--.,--~2110
, clean, furnished
for 5 girls. Close to
345·5048, 3-6 p.m.
2110
""D~R_,.O_O_M_A_P
__A. RT-

Man's silver/gold wedding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full leng1h fur coat-$100. Trade
345--4426
for?
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.sn

Melissa, When Thriller was
played and I saw you I melted.
Thanks for the great weekend.
Can't wait to see you again.
Your 4 a.m. KOR Gentleman,
Thom.

AKC Rott puppies, 10 weeks
old. Call 235-0099. $200-$300.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111
'81 otdsmoblle cutlass . $980
OBO. Need to sell ASAP. Call
Julie. 348-1084.
•
2111
1 O gallon aquarium with all
accessories for sale or will trade
for bigger tank. $45. Cail Jeff at
581-3589
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2!9

219

SEND YOU_R_V_A-LE_N_T-IN_E
__
B.ALLOONS & KISSES, $5.00. UP,
UP & AWAY BALLOONERY,
1503 7TH, 345-9462

.,.--~---~-__,.-2/1 1

OMEGA: Meeting tonight at
8:30
the_
Oakland
Room.
_ _in_
___
_ _ 219

STEROID ALTERNATIVESCYBERGENICS, tCOPRO. HOT
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER,
UNIVERSAL. DIET AIDS, STIMULANTS. FREE CATALOG.
PHYSICAL ATTRACTIONS. 1800-397-4777.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3129

UP UP & AWAY BAUOONEAY
HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR YOUR SPECIAL VALENTINE. 1503 7TH, 345-9462
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2111
VALENTINE
BALLOONS,
CANDY, CARDS & THE WORKS
AT TOKENS. COME IN EARLY &
PLACE YOUR ORDER. WE ARE
DELIVERING ALL WEEK. OPEN
ALL DAY FEB 14.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2111

HEY D.J.s (2) TECHNICS 1200
TURNTABLES. NOW $500.00
CALL 348·8294

2·3 girls. Near EIU,
Call CAMPUS
345·3100 between

INse.

2115
FROM BUZZARD 2
units for 2 to 4 per345-2265
_ _ _ca T,R-5/6

ROBYN McNALLY: Happy
Birthday sweetie! Have a great
time tonight (on your date)! I'll
be back soon to celebrate with
ya! AST Love. Kristine

FOUND: Sterling silver bracelet
Friday night at a bar. Cail Andy
345-5382

ASTs: Congratulations on activation! Love, Jr Panhel

219

"'PA.,...R--T--Y.,--:-T-IM--e"'"'u-1""'G_e_t,,...n-to-t-he-60s
and 70s with JUST SPENCE'S
RESALE. 1148 6th Street. Open
Tuesday-Saturday,
1-5.
Telephone 345-1469. WE BUY
CLOTHES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111
TAMARA WALKER: l'M SO
GLAD WE ARE FRIENDS!
LET'S DO LUNCH, IKES? AGO
LOVE, LISA
- - - - --- _ _219
YOU'RE GOING TO LOVE OUR
TEDDY BEAR BALLOON BOUQUET. $17.50. UP, UP & AWAY
BAUOONERY, 1503 7TH. 345--

9462

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111

Congratulations
to
Troy
Swanson for first place in the
three pointer contest and to Jeff
Baron for first place in free
throws-Your PIKE brothers!
- - - - - -219
Congratulations to Kevin St.
Angel on Honorary Order of
Omega-Your PIKE brothers are
proud
_ _ of
_you.
_ _ _ _ _ _219
LET US MUG YOUR VALENTINE WITH OUR SPECIAL
MUGS, BALLOONS & CANDY,
$16.50. UP UP & AWAY BALLOONERY, 1503 7TH, 3459462
2111
Send your sweetie some flowers and balloons tor Valentine's
Day. Buy It from the Ladies of
Phi Sigma Sigma at Buzzard
and Coleman TODAY from 9-4
__2111
- -- ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A
VALENTINES GIFT FOR THAT
SPECIAL SOMEONE? MARY
KAY HAS GIFTS FOR BOTH
MEN AND WOMEN. CALL
ANGELA AT 581-3893 TODAY!
2110
THE MEN OF SIGMA NU congratulate their brother, Chris
Kozlov for being selected UB
Subway Coordinator. Koz, we're
proud of youll
219
Zanna-lt's been a whirlwind 4
weeks. Since one thing leads to
another why don't you just come
over; we'll light a candle and
just be. You Know, Michael
219
CONGRATULATIONS to all of
the new ALPHA PHI officers. I
am looklng forward to working
with you. Get ready for a
GREAT year. A-Phi love,
Tracey
..__ _ _ _ _

by Bill Watterson
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JOEY'S, JOEY'S JOEY'S
JOEY'S JOEY'S DELIVERS, 11
a.m. - 2 p.m./4 p.m. - 11 p.m.
THURS., FRI., SAT. extended to
2 a.m. In the morning and all
day weekends. EAT, EAT. EAT,
EAT, EAT! OFTENI Phone 3452486

ast ern News

Subscription Form
Name: __________________
Address: ______________

~

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ _ __
Phone: __________
Date: _ _ _ _ _ New: ____ Renew: _ _ _

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer __Fall _ _Spring __Full Year _ _

$16
$32
$32
$60
Amount Paid $ ____ Cash __Check_ _

Make checks payable to:
Student Publlcatlona
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name: _________________

Address:--------------City: _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ _ __

IM
CA

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

_________ 1

...__

The [

Dctih

LAURA, THANKS FOR THE
BROWNIES AND FOR BEING
A GREAT DELT SWEETHEART.
LOVE THE MEN OF DELTA
TAU DELTAll

~219

Linda. Anna & Jennifer, formerly
of Co-Ed Hairstyling are now
doing hair at Studio 31 Call us
now tor an appointment! 3454269. We're only 3 blks east of
Old Main!
2/9
Hey Blondie! How did the carpet
of U of I treat you?

219

Hobbes

BINK: Waiting for you to put me
In my place. Where' the fruit?!?
BLONDIE
----------'219
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
KEVIN PARKER FOR BEING
DELT OF THE WEEK!I
----------'2/9
LISA CATHERINE-Happy B-Day
to the hippest AGSI Here's to
•nice hair", future roomies, and
tan men who play volleyball
(yuckl). You are a good neighbor
and a great friend! Tau love,
Carrie P.S. Ow·my ovaries hurt!
_ _ _ _.219

'The 1 for $1 Is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
sell an Items or Items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

~

c::o>

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY GARAY TRUDEAU
VSRY. U5TEH, 1(H<.,
I GQTTA ASK YOiJ
SOMETHING.

/

"~
tfARJJUANA-

\

Address: ________Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classlhcatoo ot _ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
Explraoon code (oftice use only) _ _ _ _Composltor_ _ __
No wordsldays._ _ _ _ _ _~Amount duo:S _ _ _ __
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Wannstedt makes game plan_
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) New coach Dave Wannstedt on
Monday laid out his blueprint for
rebuilding the Chicago Bears,
caJling for an immediate evaluation of players.
Appearing at his first Halas
HaJl press conference, Wannstedt
said his agenda in the next few
weeks is to work up a game plan,
schedule mini-camps and prepare
for the NFL draft.
Wannstedt said he plans to "get
the Bears back winning games
and get the Bears back where
they want to be and deserve to
be."
"I don't know exactly how
many phases there will be
between now and the first ball
game, but there will be lots of
hurdles." he said.
Wannstedt said he will go to
Indianapolis on Thursday to look
over some of the top collegiate
players at the annual NFL
Scouting Combine.
On the home front, he said he's
keeping his options open abouc
his choice for No. l quarterback.
He met privately with 1992

starter Jim Harbaugh earlier in the
day.
"Jim hac; a proven crack record,
but the focus of this team will be
on the quarterback, whether he
likes it or not.·· Wannstedt said.
"It will take a special guy that can
accept that and handle it in the
manner the team responds to that
in a positive way. That is so crucial."
Harbaugh, a free agent, said he
hopes Wannstedt will make a
decision soon. He can talk lo
other clubs beginning March I.
"T would Like to stay as a member of the Chicago Bears. but I
am going to do what is best for
my career," he said. "I know I

will be evaJuated along with the
other players in the next two
weeks, and I hope I fit in the
Bears' new system."
Wannstedt aJso appears to be
getting greater flexibility at
recruiting, player evaJuations and
other moves than fired Bears
coach Mike Ditka. Team president Mike Mccaskey dismissed
Ditka after a disastrous 5- JI season and Ditka 's demand for a
larger role in the behind-thescenes processes.
"I think you will find a very
close relationship between all of
the parties concerned.'' Mccaskey said.
Wannstedt said he's hoping to
establish a balanced passing-running game. including movement
passes, and will make many of his
player decisions based on how
each member responds to that
attack.
"The skills and reputations of
the present players will be considered," he said. "lt will be made
clear to the players. I would like
for more than anything for them
to want to be here and play here.··

Lindros acquitted in spitting case
OSHAWA, Ontario (AP) Eric Lindros was found innocent
today of charges he spit beer on
a woman.
Lindros. a 19-year-old who
plays for the Philadelphia Flyers,
shook hands with his lawyer
after Justice Rhys Morgan issued
the acquittal. The judge said
defense evidence raised reasonable doubt.
"Being accused of something
you didn't commit and gaining
that much media attention I

don't think it does anybody both parties hardened." Nunney
much good," Lindros said. "I said the incident occurred after
know I never did it and I had she refused to make room for the
people to back me up. It felt NHL player on a packed nighcgood.·· Morgan suggested cl u b dance floor at Koo Koo
Lindros drop countercharges Bananas in Whitby, about 36
against Lynn Nunney, a 24-year- miles east of Toronto.
old factory worker, who alleged
Lindros said he wasn't going
he spat and poured beer on her to try to avoid similar situations.
last Nov. 29.
"I'm a kid and I like to do the
"The dispute could have been things that kids do," he said.
resolved that night without crimFlyers spokesman Mark Piazinal charges," Morgan said. za said in Philadelphia that the
"Unfortunately, the positions of team was relieved.

DRAFT
NITE!
Use Free Stu's

$$Cash$$
to Buy Drinks
Until 9:30
Open 8-1

MON. - THl.."RS.

10 AM

- 8 PM
FRI. - SAT.

Give A Gift of
Taste To Your Val

Order your custom
valentine basket

11 AM - 10 PM
Coffee of the week: Grand Marnier Sl off.

Rekindle the Roman
Remember that Special Someone
on Valentines Day with a gift
from

BELL'S FLOWER CO
featuring

Roses•Balloons•Fresh Bouquets
1335 Monroe
345-3919

Panther's

Ylfplia

TONIGHT!

75¢

tjamma

LONG NECKS
NO COVER!

1Jefta
'WouU Li/(s, to CongratuCate
Our 'J\/j,west Initiated !Mem6e

The perfect gift
for your Valentines.

TUESDAY
PASTA
NIGHT

Lasagna
Garlic Bread, Salad
Dianes Own Recipe
5 Different Cheeses

$6.95

Give your Valentines something
they'H love almost as much as
you ... a box of delicious Crown
Chocolatier chocolates. Yours for
just $3.95 with any HaJlrnark card
purchase. Supplies limited.

Inside· You already Havel You've got mel
You can~ get any luckier than !hall

Have a little fun this
Valentine's Day - send
Shoebox Valentines
from Hallmark.
9!0EBO)C GREETINGS

IMPORT BOTILES

50( off All Day
60 different beers
to choose from
KITCHEN HOURS
Mon. - Sat. l I a.m. - 9 p.m.

BAR HOURS

'A

Mon. -Sat.
lla.m.-la.m. •

{A

+;,,r little J;,,;sio., of 1-!oll...Qrlc)

Judy's Hallmark Shop
M-Sat 9-9
Sun 12-5

West Park Plaza
Charleston

348-5473

Tell them how much you care
in the

Daily Eastern News Classifieds

Nikki Barrett
Heather Bayne
Krista Bedwinger
Bridget Bierle
Sharon Bone
Tracy Brinkman
Sharon Brooker
Bridgett Calhoun
Amy Decker
Rachel Garret
Frances Green
Lisa Gundlach
Kerry Harris
Heather Higgins
Alicia Holliday
Tammy Howard

Melissa Kern
Tami Lanceman
Nicole Lee
Lauren McLaug
Laura McGreeny
Cortney Partyka
Erin Phillips
Jen Rauch
Gina Reedy
Bobbi Reece
Julie Robbins
Keri Scherer
Suzy Sheehy
Rita Sola
Terri Stallions
Emily Underwood
Angie Weber
Bridget Westerkamp

1I
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g, Walton among group elected to Hall
"I have been through many peaks and valleys as a basketball player, such is the nature
of the sport. winning, losing. cheering, crying," Erving said. "I am thankful to the millions of fans who with my family and friends
touched me emotionally and spiritually. With
their tears of sorrow ... and of joy, I carry a
feeling of oneness with them into these hallowed halls.
"You can't believe how I am," he said.
"Right now, everything has been racing

, Mass. (AP) - Julius
pro basketball to new
ton. noted for his pinamong eight players
Bmetball Hall of Fame.
b Hall at induction cerewill be NBA stars Walt
I, Dick McGuire and
viet Olympic standout
and UCLA and Olympic

through my head . .. I· m trying not to
explode."
"I am very surprised," Walton said. "It's
the greatest honor that any basketball player
can ever have. It's something you dream
about your whole life."
Murphy, 44, said he hoped his election
will help him serve as a role model for
young people, whom he works with at an
educational and sports academy he founded
in Houston.

Landrus

~
CONTINENT
(_{).,I

I

11

l

r. ( (

Men's Standings

School
Cleveland St.
Northern 111
WnghtSt.

connected on
throws.
f shooting was
e in the game,"
coach Rick

the second game
bomestand Satur-Con leader Cle-

Cont.

Overall

9-0

13-4
11-8
13-7

7-3

Wisc-Green Bay

6-4
6-4

rn.-Chicago
Valparaiso
EASTERN
Western. Ill.
Youngstown St.

5-5
4-6
3-7
3-7
1-7

•W.sc.-M1lwaukee
-Not eligible for Mid-Con play

10-S
10-11
6·12
6-14
6-12
3-15
19-2

until 1994-95 season.
Monday's results
Western Ill. 75, EASTERN 73
Cleveland SI. 91, Wright SL 85 OT
Northern Ill. 63. 111.·Chicago 61
W1sc .-Green Bay 78, Valparaiso 71
Wisc.-Mllwaukee 65. Chicago SL 64
Western Illinois (75)
Teagarden 6-12 7-8 23. Lee 0-5 2-2 2,
Bunton 3-5 2-6 10, Holt 2-4 1-1 5, Turner 4·
7 2-4 10, Owens 2-2 3-4 7, Thurmond 7·10
4-7 18. Totals 24-45 21·32 75.
Eastern llllnola {73)
Hernandez 0-2 0-0 0, Colber 4-8 0-0 10,
Landrus 9-18 0-0 26, Jordan 8-170-018,
Young 2-4 0-0 4, Rodnguez 3-4 0-2 6,
Nichols 1-1 0-0 2, Kelley 2-4 1·2 5, Leib ().4
2·2 2. Totals 29-62 3·6 73.
Western llllnola
43 32
-75
Eastern llllnola
30 32
-73
3-P0tnt goaJs-EaS1ern 12-24 (Landrus 8-14,
Jordan 2-7. Comer 2-3), Western 6-7
(Teagarden 4-4, Lee 0-1, Bunton 2·2).
Rebounds-Eastern 34 (Young 7), Western
28 (Turner, Thurmond 6).

et Your Spring Break
Tans Early!

"" From page 12
first half), so much that we
couldn't get anything going,"
Landrus said
Landrus and the rest of the
Panthers seemed to come out flat
in the first half.
But his presence was so much
a factor in the second half,
Western coach Jim Kerwin was
on the court jumping up and
down with both arms raised
holding up two fingers on each
hand trying to tell his defense to
stop No. 22, Landrus.
Landrus hit 3-pointers with
Western defenders in his face.
He hit shots from 22-25 feet out
and rolling off screens. The
Charleston native even attempted
a 30-footer that felt good to him.
"(The 30-footer) felt good."
Landrus said. "We needed
three's and I felt confident. We
needed to beat them from the
perimeter and we came up short.
Every shot felt good. but it was a
long time coming. l hope I can
keep it up."
"We had to pick him up at
court because he b a heck of a
shooter." Kerwin said.

•From page 12
"He's been working real hard
for a long time," Mcinerney said.
"It isn't like all of the sudden he
became our top runner."
Touchette's time Friday was a
personal best by over five seconds.
He is also the team leader in the
mile and 3,000 as well this year
with times of 4:16.32 and 8:29.14
respectively.
Although he is faster than ever,
he's been one of Eastern's top runners in track and cross country for
the past three years. He earned allconfcrence honors in cross country
in 1991, and won the MidContinent Conference indoor mile
last year.
"His hard work has paid off,"
Mcinerney added. "He bas one of
the besl work ethics on lhe team.
He realizes this is his last collegiate season, and is giving 11 all he
has:·
Three races remain on the
Panther indoor schedule, the
Nebraska Husker Invitational , a
triangular at Illinois and another
invitational at Indiana. Touchette
will be looking for a fast 3.000 at
Nebraska this weekend. and

though NCAA qualifying stands at

8: 12 be feels that given the right
race situation, hitting that time is
within reach.
"It all depends on the race, but I
think I can do it," Touchette said.
"To run that kind of time we're
going to have to hit the first mile
in 4: 19, it's that simple."
A 4: 19 first mile would seem to
be a tall order considering his best
ever for the distance stands at
4:14.22 from 1991. However, the
two mile races he's run this year, a
4:19.0 and 4:16.32, he won easily
by large margins, the latter being
by seven seconds.
It's hard to say which is
Touchette's best distance, but he
and Mcinerney feel it's most likely
the 5.000.
Touchette learned a valuable
lesson in his only loss of the year.
during a 3,000 race at Illinois in
January. There he waited too long
to make his move. and was caught
up in a mad sprint with the other
runners over the last I00 meters.
and finished in a disappointing
fifth place. with the winner only a
second ahead.
··1 just came up on the short end
of the stick ... Touchette said.

NOW FEATURING:

1

I
_6.!,B_J!c~s~n- ~4~-!_5~6- __ .J
ning Beds with face tanner and new bulbs

Touchette

Rathskeller
Restaurant

Center: A Total Health Experience

10 TANS FOR $30

"I want the youngsters to understand anything you work toward in a positive direction
can happen," he said. "I'm not just talking
athletics. I'm talking education, politics ...
whatever level."
The 7-foot Semyonova was nominated by
a special committee established to honor
international greats.
The Hall of Fame, which inducted its first
women in 1985, also has a special women's
nominating committee.

NEW, DELICIOUS... DAILY SPECIALS
(11 am - 1 :30pm)
Only ...
Dbl. Cheeseburger ........ MON.
Quesedea.................... TUES.
Hot Ham & Cheese ....... WED.
Jumbo Soft Taco......... THUR.
Fish Sandwich ................. FR/.

....Comet.En

.99

!!....
(east wlng-beaement)

•••••

. Hamburger 1/4 lb. Cheeseburger
Hy Dressed
Fully Dressed

reat Your Valentine to
One of our 4 Super
ti Value Meals ~
.,
Cherry Shakes

89¢

NO

PI
DAY- OLD BREAD

NO GRE:ASE

NO
FRIES
GREAT SUBS INSTEAD
J~1"Y

JOHN'S

'345~iE075'
YOUR MOM W"ANTS YOU TO EAT AT _TIMMY JOHN'S
©COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S-rNC.

By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

The zone helped and hindered
the Eastern Panthers Monday
night at Lantz Gym.
Western Illinois used a zone
defense to stymie the Eastern
offense. Eastern guard Derrick
Landrus entered the "zone" in the
second half that helped the
Panthers crawl back into the
game.
The Leathernecks' zone edged
out Landrus' in the end and
Western walked away with a 7573 Mid-Continent Conference
victory.
Some key 3-point shooting in
the second half by Landrus helped
the Panthers trim a 13-point
Western lead to four points by the
7:45 mark of the second half.
Landrus, Eastern 's second leading
scorer, canned four of six secondhalf 3-point shots in the opening
stretch of the second half.
''] guess I was (in the zone),"
said Landrus. '"About every (shot)
felt good. It has been a long time
coming. I just hope I can keep it
up and we can get some wins

down the stretch."
Western answered Eastern 's
comeback bid though. After Troy
Collier scored in transition to cut
the Western lead to 57-53,
Leatherneck point guard Lamont
Bunton drained a 3-pointer to
boost their lead back up to seven
points.
The Panthers began to send
Western to the line late in the
game. Some Western misses
helped Eastern creep back.
Western held a 75-68 with 15 seconds left, but Landrus hit a
jumper in the lane with eight seconds left and Collier added a 3point shot at the buzzer to make
the final score close.
Landrus finished with a careerh i gh 26 points, Louis Jordan
came off the bench to add 18 and
Collier chipped in 10.
Eastern will need some more
hot shooting from Landrus if it
has hopes of playing the MidContinent Conference Tournament in March. With the loss
Eastern and Western are tied for
seventh in the conference with

• Continued on page 11

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senlor

Sophomore Lo"is Jordan gets in position for a rebound during the Pantlrers' 75-73 loss
Monday night in Lantz Gym. It was Easrern'sfifth straight Joss.

to~

Landrus fuels futile second half comeb
By KErTH FARROLL
Sports editor
Although sophomore guard Derrick
Landrus played perhaps the best game his
collegiate career during the Panthers' 75-73
loss to Western Illinois, his numbers weren't
enough.
Landrus piloted Eastem's 13-point comeback attempt coming out of halftime. Even
thf'ugh he scored 20 of his game-high 26
points in the second half, his effort was lost in

the setback. To go along with his career-high
26 points, he also posted four rebounds,
dished out three assists and recorded a steal.
''I'd trade everything for a win," said
Landrus, who was averaging 10.0 points per
game in conference play.
Landrus pulled out his best weapon, the 3point shot, in the second half to try to give the
Panthers the spark they needed to get back in
the game.
Landrus, who was shooting 33 percent
from 3-point range going into the game,

canned six of his eight 3-pointers in the second half.
"We liked to see his perimeter shooting
come along," Eastern head coach Rick
Samuels said.
One of the contributing factors for
Landrus' bomb practice was the help of Troy
Collier and Louis Jordan. They both hit pairs
of 3-pointers to keep the Western perimeter

defense honest.
"They couldn't just key on me," Landrus

Although Samuels com
on his performance, Samu
Landrus needed to shoot more.
"I would have liked to seen ·
more 3-pointers early," Samuell
have to coax him now at times
zone defense. He has to break
defense for us."
Western 's zone defense was
from the tipoff.
"'The zone seemed to slow the

said

• Continued on page 11

Touchette leader of pack at TAC championshi
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Senior Scott Touchette leads the pack during men's indoor track practice in Lam: Fieldhouse on Monday.
Touchette recently won the 5 ,000-meter run at the TAC indoor championships.

In a distance race, anything can
happen.
The bulk of the race can be run
at a moderate, if not slower than
usual pace, with the winner being
determined by whoever can sprint
the last 200 meters the fastest
It could also be taken out at a
bard pace early that eventually
breaks up the field, leaving the
best conditioned runner leading at
the end. Or it could be run with a
mixture of both these situations,
where parts are run slow with sudden surges thrown in that break
things up. This tactic usually
catches most of the runners offguard and unable to respond, making the bauJe for first place a two
or three man game.
Ideally a coach wants a distance
runner who can handle any of
these scenarios. Coaches Neil
Moore and John Mcinerney have
such an athlete in senior Scott
Touchette.
On Friday Touchette won one of
the biggest races of his collegiate
career. but he did it with ease. The

tor more than four
"I'm happy with the
Touchette said. "But I
there were faster people
time wou ld have been
because I felt I had a lot I
end."
Despite TAC being bis
the 5,000 this year, his win
much of a surprise to Mc
the team's distance coach.

• Cominued on page I

